
A bowl is the original abstract form.
A good pot takes 3 minutes and 30 years to make.
All processes create opportunities and limitations. 
All trapped things seek a way to escape. 
Avoid putting people or pottery on pedestals.
Caring for others is important and valuable to your practice.
Clay has memory.
Clay has the last word.
Clay is geologic trash. 
Clay is the smallest particle size. 
Clay gets tired, too.
Clay is just mud.
Confidence with your material is just as good as experience.
Context is important.Ceramics is global, but not all of it is available for your use.
Concept should sit behind the object, not in front of it.
Critique can make you do crazy things.
Don’t make tea bowls if you don’t drink tea.
Don’t put yourself in a show you curate.
Drawing on clay will not hide a bad drawing.
Drawing on clay will not hide a bad pot.
Everything is temporary.
Extreme moderation exists.
For every rule of pottery, someone makes a living breaking that rule.
Glaze can’t save a crappy form.
Glaze has the last word.
Glaze puns are superior to tea puns.
Gravity makes itself visible.
Greenware can be an end in itself.
It can take longer to save a piece than it would to begin a new one. 
It costs the same to fire both objects and air.
It is okay to relax your form.  
Labels are limiting but powerful.
Learn to trust your own hands.
Lustre won’t save a crappy form.
Interpretations are better than illustrations.
Mold-making always takes longer than you think.
Not all ceramic shows need the word ‘fire’ in them.
Pots are entitled to their personal experiences.
Pots don’t make themselves.
Progress [in the studio] is built on yesterday’s mistake.
Proper application of terms creates stronger forms. 
Seek the craft theory you want.
Self-care is important and valuable to your practice.
Shards survive.
Silence [in the studio] can be nice.
Sincere work is better than clever work.
Skilled and sloppy are not opposites.
Sometimes the documentation only happens in your head.
Style should be the result not the goal.
The last step you take is the first step they see.
The supply of clay on the earth is finite.
The world is not your studio, dress appropriately.
There are no original pots.
There exists, someone who dislikes what you create.
There exists, someone who likes what you create.
There’s a fine line between primitive and crappy. 
There were potters in communities before there were communities of potters.
Time spent on loving a material is never a waste of time.
Use the kiln you’ve got.
Water management is everything.
Wood fire is a lot of work for brown.
Working hard and play are not mutually exclusive [in the studio].
You are more than your work.
You can expect more of ceramics.
You make the pot you deserve.
Your glaze dates you.


